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Convocation ceremony kicks
off 2015-2016 academic year
BY ASHLYN KORIENEK
AKORIENEK@LANTHORN.COM

CREATING OPPORTUNITIES: P. Douglas Kindschi and company cut the ribbon in front of the new Kindschi Hall of Science. GVSU celebrated with a build
ing dedication that recognized university and state officials, as well as donors who made the realization of this building possible. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

P. Douglas Kindschi Hall of Science features lab space, greenhouse
BY KATHERINE WEST
NEWS@LAN THORN. COM

ast, present and future students,
along with faculty and support
ers of Grand Valley State Univer
sity were united at the dedication
of the new P. Douglas Kindschi
Hall of Science on Aug. 28.
GVSU President Thomas J. Haas began the
dedication by expressing his enthusiasm for the

□

newest addition to campus.
“As a scientist myself, I couldn’t be more ex
cited for this,” Haas said
Neil MacDonald, biology department
chair, noted that he has been “waiting for
this event for years.” MacDonald was one of
the people who helped design the building to
suit needs and he is confident that it will do
that and more.
With a growing number of students
studying in the science and health care

fields, study and lab space was dwindling.
This hall will provide additional spaces
while housing the biology and movement
science departments, MacDonald said.
The new hall will also provide numerous job,
research and study opportunities for current
students and for students after graduation.
“I know just talking to some colleagues re
cently here in West Michigan that there will

rand Valley State University official
ly welcomed new students Aug. 28
at the 2015 Convocation ceremony
to mark the beginning of the new
2015-2016 school year.
The ceremony, located in the Fieldhouse on
GVSU’s Allendale Campus, featured President
Thomas J. Haas, who delivered his opening ad
dress welcoming new students and reminding
them to “dream big at Grand Valley?’ Addition
ally, Haas presented an honorary degree to in
ventor and entrepreneur Dean Kamen.
“Your mind and your ideas will find fertile
ground here,” Haas said. “Were counting on
you to pursue your individual success with the
knowledge that true success means your com
munities, our organizations and families will be
better because of your presence.”
Kamen is the president of DEKA Research
and Development Corp., founder of FIRST
(For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and
Technology) and inventor of the Segway. He told
SEE CONVOCATION \ A2
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Merkle set to
step down at
year’s end
Dean of students to
return to faculty position
after three decades
BY DREW HOWARD
ASSISTANTNEWS@LANTHORN.COM

fter 31 years on the
job, Bart Merkle is
planning to step down
from his position as
dean of students at
Grand Valley State University with
intentions to pursue a faculty posi
tion down the road.
Before arriving at GVSU back in
1984, Merkle acted as dean of students
in New Orleans for four years.
Merkle said he was looking for a
change of pace when he applied to
work at GVSU.
“My wife and I decided we aren’t
big city people, and it was hard to do
the things we liked in New Orleans,”
Merkle said. “My wife is from Mus
kegon and we both attended Hope
College, so I was familiar with Michi
gan before arriving.”
Over three decades later, Merkle
has had the opportunity to watch
GVSU grow and evolve into what it
has become today.
“The campus
is
dramatically
different
than
when I started,”
Merkle said. “In
1984 we had
7,100
students
with no down
town campus and
were
teaching

SUCCESS: GVSU President Thomas Haas speaks at the 2015 faculty and staff address. He has been head of the university for 10 years. The anniversary year kicked
off with a gathering of alumni in Chicago for the 10-city tour program. Haas plans to focus on student needs and investing in campus development, gvl | emily frye
BY STEPHANIE BRZEZINSKI
ASSOCIA TE@LANTHORN.COM

rand Valley State University President
Thomas J. Haas is known to students
as T. Haas, a nickname that Haas said
is just one of the many accomplish
ments he is proud of. As he goes into
his 10th year as president of the university, Haas
reflects on his time on campus, the challenges he’s
faced and his goals for the future.
“Over the past nine years, we’ve had remark
able success,” Haas said. “The best part of my
job is the students. The student-focused mission
has served us for over 50 years, and it will carry
us into the future.”
The Power of 10 initiative allows GVSU
alumni across the country to connect in cel

ebration of the 10th anniversary. Haas kicked
off the program in early August with a stop in
Chicago, the first city on the 10-city tour.
Haas said this tour will “energize our alums
so they can understand what it means to be a
Laker for a lifetime." Additionally, he is proud
that 40 percent of the current GVSU alumni
have graduated during his presidency.
His other accomplishments include the addition
of the Division of Inclusion and Equity, helping cre
ate environments and relevant curriculums for stu
dent success, continuing to focus on liberal arts and
investing in buildings that support these programs.
On the other hand, Haas has faced some
challenges as president. He said the biggest
problem has been state budgets because GVSU
is “perennially the least-funded school in the
state of Michigan.”

In addition to focusing on access and af
fordability, Haas has many goals for his next 10
years at GVSU.
“I’d like to continue the investments we’ve been
making in STEM and health sciences and in Allen
dale infrastructure,” he said. “We will increase the
number of post-baccalaureate programs and invest
in faculty and staff needs, too.”
Haas’ wife Marcia has been alongside him
for many years and had many experiences at
the university. She said she has enjoyed her
time on campus, especially the opportunity to
interact with the students.
“I like to be a cheerleader,” Marcia said. “I en
joy seeing other people do well and supporting
people. Grand Valley is a good place to see them
accomplish their goals and just go for it.”
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GVSU SET TO KICK OFF FALL ARTS CELEBRATION
Grand Valley State University will kick off the Fall Arts
Celebration with an opening reception of a new artwork
collection titled "Dusk to Dusk: Unsettled, Unraveled,
Unreal" on Sept. 10.
The gallery, a collection of 32 pieces of artwork,
conveys the idea of isolation through paintings, photog
raphy, sculptures and video.
Half of the gallery is open to the public at the Grand
Valley Art Gallery. The rest is up for display at the De
Pree Art Center and Gallery at Hope College, located in
Holland.
The opening reception is slated for Thursday, Sept.
10 from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. inside the Art Gallery located at
the Performing Arts Center. The exhibit will run through
Oct. 31.
For more information, visit www.gvsu.edu/fallarts or
call (616) 331-2185.

be increasing needs for prima
ry care services at our provid
ers for instance,” Haas said, “I
know that the PA and the nurs
ing practice and PT and others
medical imaging can all be pro
vided by starting here.”
Michigan Senate Majority
Leader Arlan Meekhof, state
representatives Roger Victory
and Adam Zemke, GVSU
Provost Gayle Davis, student
senate President Maddie
Cleghorn and Convocation
speaker Dean Kamen reflect
ed on the value of a GVSU
education. They all agreed
that the new hall will greatly
expand the opportunities that
any Laker, science major or
not, will have at their disposal.
Additionally, P. Douglas
Kindschi reflected on the hon
or of having a building named

NEW SCIENCE BUILDING DEDICATED TO P.
DOUGLAS KINDSCHI
The new science building at the Grand Valley State
University Allendale Campus was officially dedicated
to former dean of Science and Mathematics P. Douglas
Kindschi on Aug. 28.
The 151,720 square-foot building, now called the P.
Douglas Kindschi Hall of Science, was dedicated with
nearly 700 people in attendance. Both President Thomas
J. Haas and Kindschi himself were present as well.
Kindschi has worked at GVSU for nearly 40 years and
is currently serving as the director of GVSU’s Sylvia and
Richard Kaufman Interfaith Institute.
INNOVATING THROUGH TRADITION
Josip Kotlar, family-owned business institute scholar
in residence at GVSU, will give a presentation arguing
why family businesses are still viable in today’s economy
by innovating through tradition (ITT).
Titled "Innovating Through Tradition: A New
Innovation Strategy for Family Firms,” Kotlar's presenta
tion will explain why it’s important that family businesses
embrace their tradition in order to create a greater con
nection with their customers.
The presentation will take place from 8:30 a.m. to
9:30 a.m. on Sept. 11 at the Bicycle Factor on the Pew
Grand Rapids Campus.
To RSVP, contact Amy Gascon at gasconamy@gmail.
com by Sept. 4.
POLICE ACADEMY AND MILITARY POLICE
VETERANS ACADEMY HOLD GRADUATIONS
Both the Grand Valley State University Police
Academy and the Military Police Veterans Academy
recently celebrated a total of 36 graduates.
The 41st GVSU Police Academy graduation ceremony,
held Aug. 13. saw 28 people graduate.
The third Military Police Veterans Academy gradua_iu L ■‘ivi
.
T ^ v*»n<>in
tion ceremony, held Aug. 7, saw six people graduate.
Williarnson Wallace, director of Criminal Justice
Training, has been the director both programs since
January 2015. In addition to teaching in the School of
Criminal Justice since 2003, Wallace! previously held the
position of director of Criminal Justice Training from
2003-2008.
GVSU RANKED FIRST IN NATIONAL POLL FOR
COMMUNITY SERVICE
Washington Monthly ranked Grand Valley State
University the leading university in the nation for its
community service.
Additionally. GVSU was ranked 21st under “Best
Master’s Universities," ninth under "financial aid support,
courses and service staff," and 32nd in "Best Bang for
the Buck-Midwest."
Washington Monthly considered civic engagement,
research and social mobility when putting together the
final list.
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after him. He arrived at GVSU
nearly 40 years ago and has
since then been a very influ
ential figure in the university’s
development and progress.
During his time at GVSU, he
served as dean of math and
science and is remembered for
the many programs he created,
such as the Science Olympiad
for middle and high school
students. Many of the speakers
mentioned that one of his most
memorable moments on cam
pus was when he brought a live
elephant into the Fieldhouse
Arena to lead a parade.
Kindschi, his wife Barbara
and the state of Michigan
were among 400 donors that
made this building possible.
The state government donated
$30 million of the $55 million
that this project cost. Bar
bara Kindschis contributions
have been commemorated in

MERKLE
CONTINUED FROM A1

classes in Union High School. Today,
we have eight academic colleges and
over 25,000 students with 6,200 living
on campus.”
Merlde said his plan to step down from
the position was seriously discussed during
the past year.
Rather than retire completely, Merkle
said he will finish his time as dean of stu
dents at the end of this academic year and
become a faculty member within the Col
lege Student Affairs Leadership program.
“fve taught the CSAL program for over
20 years,” Merkle said. ‘Tve always felt like
I wanted to spend more time before I retire

CONVOCATION
CONTINUED FROM A1

students that while he never earned a
college degree, he understands the value
of higher education.
“What makes the university isn’t the
textbooks, they’re all the same,” Ka
men said. “What makes the university
'is faculty, the quality and the access to
faculty. I would urge every student here
to go and take as much advantage of the
faculty as you possibly can.”
Although he has given many com
mencement addresses, Kamen said this
was the first time he was invited to give a
speech at the start of a university’s academ
ic year. In addition, he challenged students
to never give up and to find problems that
they are passionate about to solve.
Gayle Davis, provost and executive vice
president for academic and student affairs,
said she shared a commonality with onethird of the new students present: they were
the first in their families to attend college.
“What you would be surprised to learn
that the president and I, as well as a large
proportion of our other faculty and staff,
sat in exactly your places,” Davis said. “It

Editor-in-Chief

Advertising Manager

AUDRA GAMBLE

MOLLY LABEFF
*

Associate Editor

Asst. Advertising Manager

was a new world to us and our uncertainty
was just as high as yours is now, but here we
are living proof that there is a bright path
ahead for you here.”
Maddie Cleghorn, student senate pres
ident, said in order for students to make
their experience meaningful at GVSU
they should take a chance on themselves,
trust in their accomplishments and take
advantage of resources to do more. She
said taking a chance could mean anything
from speaking with an adviser or joining
a student organization.

“Your Laker experience is a story that
has never been told before,” Cleghorn
said, “and it’s one you began writing the
day you stepped on campus.”
Additional speakers at the ceremony
were Samhita Rhodes, associate profes
sor in engineering, Karen Gipson, chair
of the University Academic Senate and
Megan Sail, alumni representative and
Board of Trustee member.
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NEW YEAR: GVSU kicks off the academic year with its annual Convocation ceremony, held
Aug. 29 inside the Fieldhouse. The event welcomed the class of 2019. GVL | KEVIN SIELAFF
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SCIENCE: President Thomas Haas speaks to the crowds gathered at
the dedication of the Kindschi Hall of Science. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

since he came to GVSU.
“Our housing system when I started
only had Robinson, Copeland, Kistler and
the Ravines, so I’ve been here to help plan
and develop an expanded housing system,”
Merkle said. “I feel very good about the way
we went about doing that, and I think we
have an outstanding housing system.”
President Thomas J. Haas said Merkle
is not only an excellent dean of students,
but he is also one of the main reasons for
GVSU’s level of excellence today.
“Bart is a person with great integrity
and character,” Haas said. “He has done a
remarkable job encouraging an environ
ment that attracts great students. He sets
the tone with his leadership, and we are this
place because of him.”

STEPHANIE BRZEZINSKI

A & E Editor

At the dedication, the Kind
schis revealed the building in

scription alongside their family
members and Haas. The dedi
cation ceremony ended with a
ceremonial ribbon cutting and
a building tour.

working with graduate students, so I began
to explore if maybe I could make the move
over to a faculty position.”
Among his many achievements over
the past 31 years as dean of students, Merk
le said a few stand out.
“The first thing I’m most proud of was
the opportunity to build a team of staff in
Student Services that I think are first rate,”
Merkle said. “I would put them up against
anyone in the country in terms of their
commitment to students and learning.
That’s my greatest pleasure - just develop
ing an outstanding group of people to serve
our students, faculty and staff’
In addition to building a great
team, Merkle said he is proud of how
far the housing system has progressed
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CAMPUS SAFETY

Increased police
enforcement to
continue through
Labor Day weekend
again on Sept. 3 for the first foot
ball game of the season.
GVSU is also concerned with the
he Grand Valley Police safety of its students and therefore
Department teamed up puts on seminars to talk to them
with the Michigan Of about the consequences of drinking,
fice of Highway Safety especially binge drinking.
“We have our alcohol awareness
Planning and both Kent
and Ottawa County to host the “Drive seminars that we put on, often for
Sober or get Pulled Over” campaign. the incoming freshmen,” DeHaan
The event, which started on Aug. 21 said. “They learn about the truth,
and will go until Sept 7, allows police lies and consequences of drinking.”
By definition, binge drinking is
departments to mobilize more patrol
when a persons blood alcohol con
units to enforce drunk-driving laws.
The event is geared toward tent surpasses 0.08 in one sitting. This
cracking down on drunk driving normally takes about four drinks
and seat belt violations. There are for women and five drinks for men.
officers from more than 150 police Binge drinking is not only dangerous
departments in Michigan which are for ones physical health; it can also be
detrimental toward mental health.
participating in the campaign.
The increased patrol and enforce
GVPD and MOHSP have been
partners since early 2000, allowing ment is to help keep students, families
them to identify certain days, events, and others on the road safe, not just to
weather and changes in the gen write tickets. During the Labor Day
eral community that result in higher holiday in 2014, there were six fatal car
numbers of impaired drivers. They crashes, five of which involved alcohol.
It is illegal in Michigan to
have noticed over the years that Labor
Day weekend has a large probabil drive with a blood alcohol content
ity of increased drunk-drivers and/or (BAC) at or above 0.08. However,
officers reserve the right to arrest
drivers not buckling up.
GVPD is looking to be proactive in someone at any BAC level if they
reducing crime in and around campus. believe the driver is impaired.
“Wrapping up the
“Studies have shown
summer and starting
that alcohol consump
the school year should
tion leads to larceny,
“We have our
be full of possibilities,
malicious
destruc
alcohol awareness
not tragedy from pre
tion of property and
ventable drunk driving
seminars that
assaulted
behavior,”
crashes,” Michael L
GVPD Capt. Brandon
we put on, often
Prince said in a news
DeHaan said. “That
for the incoming
release on Aug. 21.
assaulted behavior can
Prince, director of
be either physical and
freshmen.”
Michigan Office of
even sexual.”
Highway Safety Plan
The GVSU police
•RANDOM DEHAAN
ning, tells people to
department is also
POLICE CAPTAIN
“be on notice” for
focusing on under
the extra patrols and
age drinking. They
stepped-up enforce
obtain grant money
ment of these laws.
for their Youth Alcohol Enforce
ment so they can more strictly There will be seat belt enforcement
zones along Michigan roads that are
enforce underage drinking.
“When certain dates or events marked with large signs.
In addition to seminars, GVSU
happen, we can mobilize our Youth
Alcohol Enforcement grant,” DeHaan also offers Alcohol Campus Educa
explained. “For example, we mobilized tion Services, better known to stu
it last Saturday when move-ins started.” dents as ACES. ACES is a program
GVPD has identified the football that helps students understand what
games as having a high likelihood one drink is, how to party smart, how
of underage drinking. DeHaan said to help a friend who drinks too much
they will have to mobilize the grant and many other educational services.
BY JESS HODGE

JHODGE@LANTHORN.COM

PROGRESS: President Thomas Haas gives his annual address to all of the faculty and staff at GVSU on Friday, Aug. 28. Haas
informed the staff about everything coming up in the future and past achievements for the university. GVL | EMILY frye

Faculty and staff
address focuses on
university growth
BY HANNAH LENTZ
NEWS@LAN THORN. COM

he beginning of the
school year is a time
for reflection as well
as anticipation for the
upcoming
academic
year. A form of this remembrance
was showcased during the annual
faculty and staff address given by
Grand Valley State University Presi
dent Thomas J. Haas on Aug. 28 in
the Louis Armstrong Theatre.
The faculty and staff address
looks to inform employees of the
plans and goals the university is
focusing on. With this being Haas’
10th year with GVSU, he also fo
cused on the anticipation he holds
for the 2015-2106 school year.
“The past year was highlighted
by the completion of our 20162021 strategic plan,” Haas said. “It
sets Grand Valley State University
apart from others with out inten
tional focus on student success.”
This focus on student success
came from the creation and hiring in
of several positions through univer
sity administration. Jesse Bernal was
hired as vice president for Inclusion
and Equity, Lynn (Chick) Blue as the

first vice president for enrollment de
velopments and other developments
aimed at increased student success.
Haas also focused on the com
petitive edge that GVSU is aiming
to maintain in both athletic and ac
ademic fields. GVSU was awarded
the GLLAC conference all-sports
Division II Learfield Sports Direc
tors Cup and has also expanded the
new bookstore and marketplace
as well as the P. Douglas Kindschi
Hall of Science to remain competi
tive with the surrounding area.
Additionally, Haas centralized
on the “Grand Valley Advantage”
including what he calls “T.L.C.”
(Teaching, Learning, Connecting).
“For our students, Grand Valley is
the very best learning environment
its personal, caring, challenging and
transformational,” Haas said.
Part of the “Grand Valley Ad
vantage” includes the idea of hav
ing a big university with a small
college feel, Haas said.
Another significant portion of
Haas’ speech looked at teaching and
learning excellence. Focusing on the
idea that GVSU students “start, stay
and succeed” at the university, Haas
stressed the importance that GVSU
students have a great opportunity to

succeed in a professional manner.
“Grand Valley alumni are life
long learners with the perspective of
global citizens and they are rapidly
taking their place as leaders for our
region, our state and beyond,” Haas
said. “Their success inspires the
next generation of young leaders to
become Grand Valley students.”
QUICK FACTS FROM THE ADDRESS:

• Graduation Rate: Third highest
in Michigan at 70 percent
• Enrollment: Fastest growing
in Michigan with 62.5 percent
growth in the past 15 years
• Student debt: Of those graduat
ing in four years, 33 percent have
no debt
• Degrees awarded: Second high
est growth in degrees awarded
with a 24 percent increase in the
past 15 years, including STEM
fields and health professions
• Talent engine: Nearly 90 percent of
GVSU’s most recent graduates are
working in Michigan or attending
graduate school in the state
• Economic engine: $730 million
and 10,707 jobs in West Michigan
• Activity: 36,000 visits to the cam
pus recreation center, 1,000 club
sport participants
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New building
provides more
active learning
P. Douglas Kindschi Hall of
Science includes lab space
ew and old stu
dents will see
a few projects
under
con
struction
as
they return to the Grand
Valley State University Al
lendale Campus for the fall
semester. One of those proj
ects getting the final touches
is the newly-completed sci
ence building, located next
to the Laker Marketplace
and across from the Padnos
Hall of Science. On Friday,
the structure was dedicated
as the P. Douglas Kindschi
Hall of Science to honor the
longtime professor and cur
rent director of the Kaufman
Interfaith Institute.
The new science build
ing includes nine class
rooms, 15 teaching labo
ratories, 14 faculty and
student research labora
tories, study spaces, of
fices and a greenhouse.
The biology and move
ment science departments
have also made their home
there. When they are not
busy with classes, students
and professors can take a
break and enjoy the green
house, which is dedicated
for Barbara Kindschi and
her love of gardening.
Although the $55 mil
lion building was primar
ily funded by the state of
Michigan, the university
and private donors also
made financial' contribu
tions. This collaboration
shows the community com
ing together in an effort to
improve the facilities and
resources dedicated to the
sciences at GVSU.
The addition of the P.
Douglas Kindschi Hall of
Science is a beneficial one
to have at GVSU. There
are approximately 25,000
students currently enrolled

at the university. Of these,
about 3,700 are students in
the biology and movement
science departments, v*ho
will use the building for
their classes and labs.
In addition to the aca
demic benefits, the build
ing brings with it more op
tions for food on campus.
A short walk through the
connector hallway leads
students to Starbucks for
their coffee fix and Which
Wich Superior Sandwiches
for a high quality, madeto-order lunch. With a re
cord number of freshmen
on campus this year, most
of whom have meal plans,
the added food options are
a much needed and impor
tant addition.
While the new science
hall will primarily feature
the biology and movement
science departments, the
added lab space will benefit
all students taking science
courses. These additional
lab spaces will allow for
more lab sections, alleviat
ing the scheduling head
ache labs can often cause.
The newly-created class
rooms and offices will also
facilitate more hands-on
learning for science students,
which may lead to more un
dergraduate and graduate re
search at the university.
The P. Douglas Kind
schi Hall of Science is an
essential part of our even*
growing campus, and hon
ors an integral member of
the GVSU community.
Students and professors
will have space for classes,
studying and lab work, all
of which are a huge bonus
for the always-growing
science fields that have
moved in to their new
campus home.

editorial@lanthorn.com

How to be an adult: College edition

BY DANIELLE ZUKOWSKI
EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM

elcome back
Lakers! As I start
my second year
at Grand Valley
State University,
l am $o. Happy to see all the
new faces this week that are
quickly becoming a part of
this wonderful community.
I love the spirit of college.
Were all trying to figure out
our dreams, our loves, our
passions. Many of the fresh
men may have no idea what
they want to do with the rest
of their life or even what

they want to do next year.
And that’s completely okay.
I am one of the most
indecisive people. I have
already changed my major
maybe four times. GVSU al
lows for that. It’s one of the
perks of having an abun
dance of general educa
tion courses. That random
environmental issues class
gives you a chance to say,
“Wow, I’m really interested
in this subject matter and
I would like to continue to
learn about this”
Maybe it won’t go that
way for you. Algebra may be
painstakingly dreadful, you
can barely stay awake, home
work is really difficult..-'. N
and that’s completely fiAe * _
too. Even from that you can
learn something - that you
definitely don’t want to be a
math major. That’s kind of
beautiful to me.
Another thing I love
about college is this unity
based on our struggles. Most
of us don’t have very much
money. We’re just trying to

get by, living on our own for
the first time. Just chasing
dreams and washing dishes
or serving food or whatever
crappy part-time job we take
on to pay the rent. Recipes,
com is our guidance. We’re
eating things like ramen and
popcorn for dinner. We’re
sleeping on couches. Our
tables don’t have chairs. Toi
let paper is a luxury that we
can’t always remember.
We’re all discovering how
to live independently and
we’re making lots of mis
takes on that way. I love this
journey of figuring out how
to take the bus, what brand
of detergent is the best and
how to pay,tjfc energy bill.
Yes, we ^re here to be
educated, but don’t forget
about the glory of all the
other opportunities to learn.
There are so many ways
to get involved on and off
campus through clubs, jobs,
volunteering, greek life and
the rec center.
It’s also time to test and
really expand on our practi

cal knowledge. It’s super easy
to call up mom and ask her
how to do things, which is
completely OK sometimes,
but it’s also cool to try to see
if you can figure some things
out on your own. College is
a place to experiment, create
regrets, discover passions,
and pave the way to the rest
of your life.
All you new freshmen
will truly be Lakers for a
lifetime. The phrase is a pos
sibility that could become
a reality, but it’s dependent
on your actions. College is
what you make it, as with
everything else. Opportuni
ties to diversify yourself are
eaf^Tywhere, but i& up to
you to find them. The best
opportunities will not just be
told to you. Get out of your
dorms. Go to the library, to
Kirkhof, to the gym. Make
friends. Get a job. Join clubs.
Go make things happen and
embrace the spirit of being
young and dumb.
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WHAT IS A LANTHORN?
Lant • horn, n. [old English]
Lanthorn is two syllables,
pronounced Lant-horn. It is a
lantern that was used in midto-late 16th century Europe. It
was constructed of leather and a

single lens made of a thin piece
of ox or steer horn. It was used
for illumination and as a beacon.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
slogan is: "Give light and the
people will find their own way."

BY EMILY DORAN
EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM

rior to attending
Grand Valley
State Univer
sity, I was very
unfamiliar with

longboarding. I had only
ever seen a few longboards
back home and generally
knew quite little about them
and their various brands,
styles and purposes.
This past fall, however, I
quickly noted how prevalent
longboards were among col
lege students on campus. I
would see multiple riders zip
past me on my way to class,
or coast by my dorm room
window while I was study
ing. Longboards, it seemed,
were everywhere. At that
point, however, I still did not
know much about them.
But then I went home
for the summer and be

came friends with several
people who longboarded.
One friend in particular
encouraged me to try one
of his boards and come
riding with him. Intrigued,
I agreed to give it a go.
When I first tried to push
with one foot and maintain
my balance on the other,
I was slow and tripped off
the board multiple times.
Still, I quickly became
hooked on the feeling of
coasting down the street
with the wind blowing in
my face and worked on
gradually building my
speed and improving my
balance. I even purchased

my first board this past
summer and brought it to
school with me, and so far,
I’ve had a blast riding it
around campus.
In learning how to ride
a long board and in buying
my own, I’ve picked up a
few tips and tricks that will
hopefully be helpful to any
fellow longboarding novices.

\

LOG ON TO:
www.lanthorn.com
FOR THE FULL ARTICLE

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn's opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the
Grand Valley State University
community. Student opinions
published here do not
necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
aims to be a safe vehicle for
community discussion. The
Lanthorn will not publish
or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs. The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those
of the university, its Board of
Trustees, officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved
for letters to the editor only,

all other reader-generated
content can be submitted to
the Grand Valley Lanthorn’s
YourSpace page by emailing
community@lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author’s full name
and relevant title along with a
valid email and phone number
for confirming the identity of
the author. Letters should be
approximately 500-650 words
in length, and are not edited
by the staff of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn outside of technical
errors for clarity.
To make a submission,
email at editorial@lanthorn.
com or by dropping off your
submission in person at:

VALLEY VOTE

THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION

BLOG

What are you most excited
about for the new school year?

Are you excited about the
new P. Douglas Kindschi
Hall of Science Building
opening?

How to beat back to
school stress

Classes
Friends
Parties
Student Orgs

,6%

19%
19%
56%

By Kelly Smith

LOG ON & VOTE
www.lanthorn.com

www.lanthorn.com

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
ARE YOU EXCITED ABOUT THE NEW P. DOUGLAS KINDSCHI HALL OF SCIENCE BUILDING OPENING?

0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE
UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

JACOB MOTLEY

JACKIE SMITH

Tm not really excited because I won’t be in it
very often.’*

Tm excited. It looks nice inside. It will be a nice
place for people to learn ”

YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Psychology
HOMETOWN: Milford. Mich.

YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: Nursing
HOMETOWN: Macomb. Mich.

JAN BERNHARDT

JOSEPH GODFREY

"I am a freshman so it doesn’t really affect
me that much but I’m probably going to do
*cietoce."

”1 don’t have any classes in it. I fail to see how a
$60 million building is money spent to educate
people."

YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: Undecided
HOMETOWN: Lake Orton. Mich

YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: International Relations
HOMETOWN: Hillman. Mich.

WHAT’S YOUR PROBLEM?
HAVE A PROBLEM THAT
YOU NEED HELP SOLVING?
SEND US AN EMAIL.

EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM
■
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HOUSING

Resident assistants prep for new year
BY MEGHAN MCBRADY
MMCBRADY@LANTHORN.COM

ince
mid-Au
gust, Grand Val
ley State Uni
versity’s resident
assistants have
undergone university train
ing in preparation for the
2015-2016 school year.
With a focus on commu
nity building, crisis response,
facilities management and
mental health, the 115 RAs - a
combination of new hires and
returning staff - have been
taught by the housing office
staff to maintain order with
their new student charges in
their designated living centers.
Kristen Evans, the assis
tant director of recruitment
and training, said the train
ing program also helps the
student staff contribute to
university-wide efforts, with
a focus on student engage
ment in academic and social
fields, and serve as a trusted
resource for students.

“RAs provide community,
safety, support and guidance to
students and because RAs are
also students themselves, they
are often effective with those
efforts to a greater degree than
faculty/staff Evans said.
During the training, a key
part of the program is how the
student staff would respond to
crises - such as a roommate
dispute or trouble with alcohol
- within their living centers.
While some of the issues may
be kept private, such as anxiety
about classes or homesickness,
the RAs have been trained to
ensure that their students are
safe and comfortable within
their new home.
Colleen Lindsay-Bailey, the
associate director of housing
and residence life, indicated
that these workshops help
the student staff understand
the importance of acting in a
quick and level-headed man
ner when they face an issue
with one of their residents.
“RAs are the first respond
ers for things that happen on

campus,” Bailey said. “If there
were roommate conflicts,
situations with alcohol or
any situations were a student
needed help, they will be the
first one to respond all the
time and will make sure that
the residents are safe.”
While the training in Au
gust did focus on serious is
sues and how they should be
handled, the housing staff
also focused on team-build
ing exercises, fun events and
friendly competitions be
tween staff teams.
Emphasizing the “Dive
Into RA Training” theme,
students dressed in nautical
gear during theme-dress days,
which included resort wear,
pajamas and under the sea
life costumes, while the teams
competed against each other
to win spirit points and the
“Most Spirited Staff” award.
Besides the friendly com
petitions, some of the activities
at training included staff skits,
a fun run, a day at the recre
ation center and a team build

ON-CAMPUS LIVING: Sarah Hyde works at her desk in her dorm room at GVSU. Resident assistants are
rigorously trained to help freshmen with the difficult transition to college life. GVL I brianna olson

ing day at Pretty Lake Adven
ture Camp, Evans noted.
While the training expe
rience was meant to be both
fun and serious, it ultimately
prepared the RAs to help new
and returning students to live

and learn safely on campus and
have a great college experience.
“It is a super fun job to
have,” Bailey said. “While it is
primarily a work hard and play
hard situation, if students are
interested in being mentors

to their peers on campus then
this is a good job to have.”
GO TO:
www.gvsu.edu/ra/
FOR MORE INFORMATION

ENVIRONMENT

GV, Consumers Energy partner for solar garden
BY AUDRA GAMBLE & HANNAH LENTZ
EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM

GREEN: Acres of university land will soon be home to a solar garden, located on
the southwestern corner of the Allendale Campus. COURTESY I METRO connection

n July 10, members of the
Grand Valley State Uni
versity Board of Trustees
approved the building of
solar panels on seven to
14 acres of university property.
The project is set to be completed
in 2016 and will be located on the
southwestern edge of GVSU’s Al
lendale Campus, south of Pierce Av
enue near 48th Avenue.
The solar garden will be con
structed as part of a partnership
with Consumers Energy.
“The project is quite exciting,”
said Jim Bachmeier, vice president
for finance and administration at
GVSU. “Consumers Energy and
Grand Valley are going to do a joint

IT’S

project. Our part is to provide some
farmland, and their part of the proj
ect is to build a solar garden of ap
proximately two megawatts.”
The energy generated by the solar
garden will be utilized by Consum
ers Energy customers, mainly GVSU.
The university will be offered to buy
one half of the first megawatt pro
duced by the solar garden.
Consumers Energy will be re
sponsible for the construction and
operating costs.
“It will be owned and operated
by Consumers, we don’t have to
deal with the maintenance of it,”
Bachmeier said. “This is a 25-year
agreement, and will have significant
impact on our environmental foot
print. I can’t wait to share this with
students and student government.”
This is Consumers Energy’s
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first course of action regarding
solar energy.
John Russell, CEO of Consumer’s
Energy, also sits on the GVSU Board
of Trustees. However, Russel was not
a part of the discussion or voting on
this particular project. At the board
meeting, Russell recused himself
from the room for the duration of
the solar garden discussion.
According to Michigan law, utili
ties must get 10 percent of their en
ergy from renewable sources.
Consumers will give GVSU up to
$48,000 in educational equipment and
will pay $20,000 in curriculum costs
for six years. Consumers is paying
GVSU about $110,000 for the value
of the farmland for 25 years. Accord
ing to the agreement, GVSU will buy
power from the solar field for 25 years
(totaling $1.3 million).
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ARTS AT A GLANCE
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Laker marching band gears up for football opener

BREWER’S GROVE KICKOFF EVENT

BY DAN GOUBERT

5 p.m. on Aug. 31
Celebrating the start of this year’s Brewer's Grove

ARTS@LANTHORN.COM

Project, Harmony Brewing Company will be hosting a
kickoff event. There will be five different tree-themed
beers and one tree-themed cider available at the
event and a portion of the profits will be donated to
the Friends of Grand Rapids Parks.

FIRST FRIDAYS GALLERY HOPS
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Sept. 4
On South Division, between Fulton and Wealthy, local
artists will show off and sell their work. South Division
will be filled with artists selling their handmade goods
as well as food and drink specials provided by lo
cal restaurants. The event is supported by Dwelling
Place’s Neighborhood Revitalization Department who
hope to bring business to the area.

CIRCLE THEATRE: CATCH ME IF YOU CAN
Sept. 3 -Sept. 19
Premiering this week at the Circle Theatre, “Catch Me
If You Can" follows the story of Frank W. Abagnale
Jr. as he runs away from home to chase his dreams.
Frank uses his charm, imagination and forged checks
to pose as a pilot, a lawyer and a doctor. Enjoying
a life full of perks. Frank even wins the girl of his
dreams and all is well until he catches the attention
of an FBI agent named Carl Hanratty. As Carl chases
Frank around the country, the two form an unlikely
friendship and ultimately decide to work together.

PREVENTION
V
I' V
MIT
IS PLANNED PARENTHOOD

hile many returning Grand
Valley State University stu
dents are just getting un
packed and ready for the
academic year, the school’s
dedicated Laker marching band has been
working to make sure that this season’s
football games will be more memorable
than ever before.
This year the band seeks to place a
heavy emphasis on raising student spirit.
The band developed the routine of the
years first halftime show with their fellow
students specifically in mind.
“’Party at GV’ is our first show,” said
Rachael Stietes, junior sousaphone player.
She said the show will be a tribute to todays
upbeat Top 20 hits. It will include songs
like “Shake It OffT “Uptown Funk” and
“Wrecking Ball,” with that last Miley Cyrus
song serving as an homage to GVSU’s own
controversial hanging sculpture.
During the show, the band will face the
student section, shaking their plumes and
dancing to more directly engage their fel
low Lakers in the spirit of the game. Band
members learned the YouTube “Whip &
Nae Nae” dance to keep the tone of the
show modem.
Future shows will follow different and
diverse themes, from a “Sound of Music”
movie montage to the Circle Drill show.
The half-time show for GVSU’s Sept. 19
game will also fallow a spy theme, playing
songs from “Mission: Impossible,” “James
Bond” and other espionage films. Band
members are keeping the details of the spy
show a secret until the show comes out.
The band aims to improve in quality for
both of these shows.
“We want to set a higher standard in re

hearsal and performance,” said John Mar
tin, director of the marching band. “We
want to continue to gain exposure as a great
university marching band in all the U.S.
(We want) to represent GVSU with class
and dignity and totally support our Laker
football team.”
This hard work will soon pay off, as
band members said the excitement of their
peers is a fulfilling part of the performance.
“After we’re done with a game, we’ll
walk by the student section and they’ll all
give us high fives,” said Jamie Penzien, a
sophomore piccolo player. “Just knowing
that they think we actually did a good job
and they think were kind of cool is very
rewarding.”
Band members spent the week before
classes at band camp, an annual tradition
that allows for plenty of practice time.
Members of the marching band said they
were especially proud that, during camp,
the band learned and memorized the pre
game performance in just three days.
Ashley Cefali, a sophomore tenor saxo
phone player, noted that this was different
from previous years.
“Last year (the pre-game show) wasn’t

even memorized,” Cefali said. She conclud
ed that the band feels much more confident
coming out of camp this year.
The band also learned their first half
time show, their in-stand music and the
GVSU alma mater in four-part harmony,
which the Laker marching band will sing at
the Sept. 3 football game.
Though practice was the main focus of
this year’s band camp, members also got
the chance for team bonding, sophomore
trumpet player Erin Ray said. At night,
band members performed musical skits,
including section renditions of songs from
“Potter Puppet Pals” and “The Lion King.”
“I felt like after every single night it
brought everyone a little bit closer to each
section,” Ray said. She added that new and
old members “felt like they could listen to
each other and care for one another more
so, instead of the first day when no one
knew each other.”
The marching band will debut its “Party
at GV” half-time show on Thursday, Sept.
3, as GVSU plays Southwest Baptist Uni
versity at Lubbers Stadium. This game be
gins at 7 p.m.

PREP WORK: Band director John D. Martin, walks with the marching band as they march
down to Allendale's clock tower, a tradition at the end of band camp, gvl | SARA carte

CAMPUS SHOWCASE

Art exhibit shows history of renewable energy
BY MARISSA LAPORTE
A RTS@LA N THORN COM

ewes for produc
ing solar, wind,
steam and other
renew able energy
weren't
nvCTTKC T«aer«art intaclthev
wart cnemfC -nad!t earlier. A
new eattibsE. named "Nothing

t

New Under the Sun” tells the
story of renewable energy and
its extensive history.
A group of photographs,
the oldest photograph from the
mid- 1800s and the most recent
from the turn of the 20th cen
tury make up the exhibit and
illustrate the history of renew
able energy.
Nothing New Under the
Sun can be seen in the Thornapple Room, located in the
basement of the Kirkhof Cen
ter, during any time that Kirk
hof is open. The exhibit made
its debut in June and will be
on display until December 18,
2015.
Glen Swanson of the GVSU
Physics Department is the
guest curator for Nothing New
Under the Sun. The idea for
the exhibit came from a book
Swanson is writing that focuses
on several of the machines and
devices depicted in the exhibit.
The exhibit itself focuses on
the different types of devices
that produced renewable en
ergy in the late and mid-19th
century. The display includes
photographs and drawings of
these devices with descriptions
included to help viewers learn
more about them.
“They look very familiar to
us, just like something we have
today, only it has more rivets
and it’s in black and white,”
Swanson said.
David Newell, the curator
of exhibitions at GVSU, made
it possible for Swanson’s idea to
come to life.
. “We did an interactive com
ponent in the gallery that uses

ON DISPLAY: One of the pieces in the "Nothing New Under the Sun”
exhibit showing renewable energy, courtesy | glen E. swanson

a censor device that is actually
generating the electricity from
the ambient light in the room,”
Newell said. “There’s a little
gauge on it where you’re able to
see how much electricity is be
ing produced. If your shadow
crosses over it, you’re able to see
the energy level drop.”
Swanson had the oppor
tunity to create the exhibit
Nothing New Under the Sun
through a service GVSU offers
encouraging its staff members
to take advantage of the op
portunity to contribute artwork
and tie it in with their research
to show students what they
have been up to and share the
art with them.
“I’ve been to other univer
sities before and I don’t recall
seeing as much artwork on the
campus,” Swanson said.
Swanson said that the art on
campus can act as a landmark
to help remind students where
they are and potentially help
them find their way around
campus.
After viewing Nothing New

Under the Sun, Swanson said
he wants students to take away
the knowledge that renewable
energy producing devices have
been around for a while and
they aren’t really unique. He
explained that innovators in
the 19th century had already
developed these technologies,
but in that time period renew
able energy resources weren’t
as widely accepted as they are
today. The technology has been
improved upon since then, but
the idea itself has been around
for quite some time.
Newell said that the major
improvement on these kinds of
technologies was the invention
of batteries that acted as a way to
store the energy that was being
produced. He said he hopes that
students “marvel at the technol
ogy that the exhibit represents.”
Newell said he hopes that
Nothing New Under the Sun
inspires students to do research
of their own. Swanson said he
hopes that students will learn
something they hadn’t been ex
posed to before.

laker

store

LAKER TECH: NOW OPEN
Located on the 2nd Level of GVSU Laker Store

ENCLAVE
GRAND VALLEY • STUDENT LIVING

Featuring special education pricing, financial aid payment option*,
and a knowledgeable staff to help find the product that’s right for you!

now open | tour today | enclavenow.com | 855.789.7782

H j /enclavenow

IT @enclavenow

Authorized Campus Store
’Eicvtt Ananrlil aid may b» mad at a paymtnt method through Friday, Stptambar 4th. 2015.
TM tad ® 2015 Ayylt lac All rlghtt tmmd
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QUICK HITS

FOOTBALL
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OVER 4,000 TURN OUT
FOR ANNUAL EVENT AT
LUBBERS STADIUM
A record 4,319 fans
were at Lubbers Stadium
on Thursday, Aug. 27 for
Fan Fest 2015. Laker fans
were able to interact with
members of the Grand
Valley State football, soccer
and volleyball teams, and
participate in a number of
games and contests. The
crowd of 4,319 was a higher
attendance number than the
average game day numbers.of 134 of 166 Division
II football programs. The
Lakers open their sea
son on Thursday, Sept. 3
against Southwest Baptist at
Lubbers Field at 7 p.m.

RIGHTING THE SHIP
GV football looks to bounce back in 2015 behind new QB

GVSU TRAVELS TO QUINCY
FOR SEASON OPENER
The No. 1-ranked Grand
Valley State soccer team will
take on Quincy its season
opener on Sept. 4 at 8 p.m.
in Quincy, Illinois. The twotime defending national
champion Lakers topped
Quincy 4-0 last season in
Allendale. GVSU went 22-2-2
last season, and scrimmaged
against Midwest United and
the Michigan Hawks, while
playing in an exhibition
against Hope College in the
2015 preseason.

IWLCA ACADEMIC HONOR
ROLL TABS EIGHT LAKERS
The Intercollegiate
Women’s Lacrosse Coaches
Association (IWLCA) an; nounced its Division II
‘ Academic Honor Roll for
2015, and honored eight
Grand Valley State lacrosse
players. Brooke Ingraham,
Caitlin Wojichowski, Carolyn
Kraus, Jordan Luberto, Chloe
Zdybel, Rachel Leibovitz,
Sarah Lowe and Zoe
Stiemann were all tabbed
with the award. The eight
Lakers joined 170 other
student-athletes across
Division II and NAIA schools,
all of whom qualified for the
awards by earning a GPA of
3.50 or higher and being at
least a junior academically.
The Lakers are three-time
defending GLIAC champions.

BERNOTAS NAMED
MICHIGAN ASSISTANT
COACH
Former Grand Valley
State lacrosse coach Laura
Bernotas was recently
named assistant coach for
the University of Michigan
lacrosse team. Bernotas,
a lacrosse staff member
at GVSU since 2012, is the
second Laker coach to ac
cept another lacrosse job
at a different school this
year after Ashley Johnson
took the head coaching job
at Alma College. Prior to
her time at GVSU, Bernotas
coached at East Stroudsburg
University and College of St.
Elizabeth. Bernotas played
at East Stroudsburg for
three seasons before joining
the coaching ranks.

VARSITY SCHEDULE

iiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiii
FOOTBALL
Thursday vs Southwest
Baptist 7pm

SOCCER
Friday at Quincy 8pm

VOLLEYBALL
Friday vs Concordia (Ore.) 2pm
Friday vs Carson-Newman 7pm

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Saturday at Michigan Tech 10am

PAYDIRT: Senior tailback Kirk Spencer strolls into the end zone against Ferris State last season. GV got off to a rough start in 2015, dropping its first three games of the
season. The Lakers face a tough schedule to start the 2015 campaign, and will need to click early in the season to get back on top of the GLIAC. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

BY ADAM KNORR
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

ew names litter the roster
for the 2015 Grand Val
ley State football team.
Some will start.
Some will be used
for depth. Some will
warm the sidelines.
And to the hope of head coach
Matt Mitchell and the Laker fans,
some names will become household
by the end of the season.
The 2014 edition of GVSU foot
ball saw the extensive career of Heath
Parling come to an end as the Lakers
spiraled to a 6-5 finish and missed
the playoffs. An 0-3 start and a gruel
ing schedule in the first three weeks
doomed GVSU, but the road to the
playoffs won’t be any easier this season.
OFFENSE
The changes for GVSU will be
most notable with the man under
center. Mitchell recently named redshirt sophomore Bart Williams GVSU’s starting quarterback. Williams
was in a summer-long competition
with sophomore Ollie Ajami and ju
nior transfer Ryan West.
The backfield will be an area of
strength for the Laker offense. Se
nior Kirk Spencer highlights a group
of five tailbacks that Mitchell could
see making an impact.
“Kirk is an all-around good
football player,” Mitchell said. “He’s

got good ball skills and can play re
ceiver and tailback.”
Spencer will be complimented
by senior Ben Hutchins, junior
Terrell Dorsey, redshirt freshman
Jalen Bryant and true freshman
Martayveous Carter,
Due to the logjam at tailback,
Spencer and Bryant have taken
some reps at slot and wide receiver
in practice. The embarrassment of
riches behind the line will do well
to ease the pain of the loss of 2014’s
leading rusher Chris Robinson.
The loss of Jamie Potts, how
ever, is not a pain that will be rem
edied as easily.
Potts, a former All-American
wide receiver, was drafted by the
Texas Rangers in the 2015 MLB
Draft and is currently playing for the
Short Season Single A Spokane Indi
ans in the Rangers’ organization.
Potts has one more season of
football eligibility, but he won’t be
using it in 2015.
“When he got drafted he just
basically verbalized to me that he
was going to put everything that he
has into baseball and see how foot
ball fit into that,” Mitchell said. “No
matter what happened in baseball,
whether this was short term or long
term, he expressed interest in com
ing back and receiving his degree.”
Four names will look to cement
themselves as playmakers for GV
SU s wide receiving core.
Sophomore Brandon Bean could

be the breakout star of the 2015
squad. Bean, a dual-sport athlete
and track and field star, caught just
six passes last season, but also saw
time as a kick returner.
“I don’t know how well fans
know Brandon Bean,” Mitchell
said. “He’s got great ball skills, he’s
ultra-competitive and has a nice
blend of speed and size.”
Junior Matt Williams returns look
ing to take on a bigger role in 2015.
Williams pulled in 12 catches for 181
yards and three touchdowns last sea
son. Reserve wideouts Justice Wright
and Troy Sassack will be counted on to
take a bigger role this year as well.
While skills players get most of the
recognition, an offense cannot proper
ly function without a strong, cohesive
offensive line. The Laker staff is still
working to fit the final pieces to the Oline puzzle, but a few familiar names
return for the 2015 campaign.
Senior Jim Walsh, an All-Amer
ican candidate, will slot in at either
guard or tackle. Three-year starter
Brandon Revenberg returns as well,
but also remains in limbo between a
guard or tackle position.
Junior Aaron Cox started seven
games along the line last season, and
has opened some eyes at camp this
year. Cox will slot in at a guard spot,
while redshirt sophomore Dan DeLuca will fill a tackle position.
The fifth spot on the line is still be
ing battled for, but tackles Josh Dentler,
Ben Walling and Collin Beebe and

guards Cameron Hobbs and Evan
Schriner may all see time in 2015.
“Our biggest strength as a unit
is how close we are and how well
we can work together,” Walsh said.
“Very rarely do we miscommunicate stuff and when you’re working
with (a bunch of) guys, communi
cation is very paramount.”
DEFENSE
“11 as one” is the slogan for a de
fense that ranked fifth in total yards
per game in the GLIAC last season.
The unit welcomes a number of
newcomers, but for desired success,
the new players and old will need to
function as one.
The biggest problem for the Laker
defense last year was its propensity to
surrender big plays. GVSU gave up 10
touchdowns of 30 yards or more, and
53 percent of its allowed yardage came
on 10 percent of snaps played.
A new-look secondary will be
the key to making sure this trend
halts in 2015.
“You have to be better on the back
end of our defense,” Mitchell said.
“Last year we were good in the front
seven but when something popped
like in the run game and they got in the
back end we couldn’t get em down or
we gave up too many plays in the air.”
Senior Brad Horling transferred
from linebacker to safety and will
be the vocal leader of the secondary.
SEE FOOTBALL | A9

SOCCER

Third time’
GV soccer looks to grab tr
BY MASON TRONSOR
ASSISTANTSPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

inning a single na
tional championship is
a tough feat to accom
plish. Winning back-toback national champi
onships is even harder.
Winning three in a row? About as
a tough as it gets.
The Grand Valley State women’s
soccer team will try to do just that
in 2015 as the program goes for its
third consecutive national champi
onship. While some may think the
pressure of making another title run
would be insurmountable for the
Laker players, head coach Jeff Hosier
doesn’t see it that way.
“It does not weigh on our players at
all,” Hosier said. “We have the experi
ence from winning two straight so we
know how it feels to try and repeat.”
The lakers enter the 2015 cam
paign ranked No.l in the NSCAA/
Continental Tire Preseason Rankings.
Despite losing a number of key
seniors from last year’s champion
ship squad, GVSU returns an abun
dance of talent and leadership from
the 2014 campaign.
It all starts with the senior class on
this year’s squad. The “core four” se
niors are defender Katy Woolley, for
wards Maddison Reynolds and Katie
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LEADERSHIP: Maddison Reynolds, Katy Woolley, Katie Klunder and Katie Bounds are the lone seniors for GV soccer. The Lak
ers will look for significant help from younger players as they try to take their third straight national title. GVL I EMILY FRYE

Bounds, and midfielder Katie Klun
der. If the Lakers hope to return to the
promised land, their run will begin on
the shoulders of these four.
“The upperclassmen this year
expect to lead by example which is
very important," Woolley said. “This
is a similar role that I have played in
the past, although being a senior is a
change of perspective.”
Another luxury is bringing back
junior midfielder Marti Corby. Cor
by is the reigning NSCAA Player of

the Year, thanks largely to 12 goals
and 13 assists last season. She pro
vides a strong, calming presence on
the field that will help the Lakers’ ef
forts to repeat yet again.
The Lakers also return last seasons
top goal scorer in sophomore Gabriella Mencotti. As a true freshman
in 2014, Mencotti led all Division II
freshmen in points (43) and became
just the second freshman in GVSU
history to earn Daktronics, Inc. AllAmerican honors.

GVSU will have to fill holes left
by the departure of key seniors luane
Odendaal (defender), Jenny Shaba
(forward) and Andrea Strauss (goal
keeper), among others.
The challenge for the two-time
defending national champions will
be integrating the youth on the ros
ter. This year’s roster shows 20 fresh
men and sophomores.

SEE SOCCER | A9
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VOLLEYBALL

NEW
LAKERS
GV volleyball
looks to build off
Final Four run
BY ALEX EISEN
AEISEN@LANTHORN.COM

ith every new season comes new
challenges. For the Grand Valley
State volleyball team, the first
obstacle will be replacing the
talent it lost from last years ex
ceptional senior class that lead the program
to its sixth Final Four appearance.
The Lakers finished 2014 as GLIAC regular
season champions with a 27-6 overall record (171 GLIAC) and captured their ninth Midwest Re
gion title by being the only team in the country to
sweep all three of its regional opponents.
It was an unforgettable final season for
the graduating seniors that included a pair
GLIAC Players of the Year in Kaitlyn Wolters
(2014) and Abby Aiken (2013), and the 2014
GLIAC Libero of the Year Christina Canepa.
Entrusted to fill those vacancies is head coach
Deanne Scanlon. In her 21st season, Scanlon is
on the verge of become the all-time winningest
coach in GVSU volleyball history. In order to
do so, Scanlon will need 20 more victories from

W

SOCCER
CONTINUED FROM A7

’’“Over the last few weeks, we
as a team have had a lot of team
bonding,” Reynolds said. “From

■

SKY HIGH: Former Laker Kaitlyn Wolters goes up to make a play against rival Ferris State last season at the Fieldhouse Arena. Although Wolters has since graduated, GVSU returns a solid core of seniors to lead a relatively inexperienced cast in the 2015 campaign, gvl I Emily Frye

a relatively inexperienced group where 10 of 19
players have never played for GVSU before.
“I don’t see a solid lineup coming togeth
er right now,” Scanlon said. “But, I’d also say
that doesn’t concern me either. I guess it’s a
nice problem to have that I think there are a
lot of people fighting for positions.”
While there is an increased opportunity for
playing time, Scanlon will be relying on the se
niors to “steady the ship” while the new players
continue to develop and find their bearings.
It wasn’t long ago senior outside hitter Betsy
Ronda was named the 2012 GLIAC Freshman
of the Year. A role reversal now puts her in a
position to be a mentor to the younger players
so they can get up to speed as fast as she did.
“They don’t have any expectations when
they are out on that floor as freshmen,” Ronda
said. “So, it’s on us to just lead them through it.”
Ronda, a two-time All-GLIAC selection,
led the Lakers in kills, solo blocks and points in
2014, while ranking second in digs and aces. She
is also excited to be joining the exclusive 1,000
career kill/dig club in program history when she
smashes her first kill of the new season.
Often found in front of Ronda blocking

zip-lining, to a day on the lake, to
team dinner, we have already had
many opportunities to get to know
each other on and off the field.”
The Lakers know that being twotime defending national champions
has both perks and disadvantages. The
perks include recruiting success, as

shots, Kaleigh Lound returns after earning an
All-GLIAC Honorable Mention last season.
Over the last two seasons, Lound has bolstered
the Lakers’ frontline by leading the team in
blocks with a total of 227 in 68 games played.
A technicality brings back Kourtney
Wolters, twin sister of Kaitlyn, for what is
going to feel like a second senior season.
Wolters was granted another year when the
NCAA deemed a previous year of eligibility
had not been used up when she played in an
unorganized tournament for Western Mich
igan before she transferred over to GVSU.
“The whole year last season I thought I
wasn’t going to come back,” Wolters said. “I’m
so appreciative for everything that went on
and the whole process. It was a long process.”
A couple others fighting for starting roles
are former GVSU club volleyball standout
Taylor Shomin and GRCC transfer student
Amanda Glaza at the libero position. Fresh
man middle blocker Staci Brower earned
first team all-state honors with Byron Cen
ter High School, and could see some early
playing time with sophomore Sydney Doby
nursing a preseason injury that might keep

well as recognition as a top program,
which can also be a disadvantage.
“Our record is 0-0 like every
body else,” Hosier said. “Every
one else is feeling good about
their team and we know we are
going to get their best shot.”
In the GLIAC preseason rank

her sidelined for the first week of the season.
Regardless, having a bunch of position;
battles has not deterred the Lakers from what
Scanlon believes makes this GVSU team dif
ferent from those that have come before.
“Right now what I’d say is unique about
this group is, I feel like, early on they have
a really good bond,” Scanlon said. “It really
feels like a close-knit group already.”
Even with strong team chemistry, it’s the nine
fresh faces that make expectations for this sea
son mysterious and unknown. The preseason
GLIAC coaches’ poll ranked GVSU No. 2 in the
conference, so perhaps another GLIAC champi
onship or NCAA tournament run isn’t out of the
question.
Looking ahead, key games to circle on the
calendar are the two meetings against Ferris
State on Sept. 29 (Away) and Nov. 3 (Home).
The rivalry reached a new peak in 2014 after the
two teams’ last contest when GVSU swept FSU
in the Midwest Regional.
GVSU’s season begins Sept. 4 at the Fieldhouse Arena as it hosts Concordia-Portland,
2 p.m., and Carson-Newman, 7 p.m., as part
of the GVSU Laker Riverfront Classic.

ings, the Lakers are atop the polls,
but according to Hosier, the team
still has a lot of work to do.
The team recently had an intra
squad scrimmage, trying to find
which combinations worked on
the field and which group of play
ers had chemistry on the field.

“Our game management and ex
ecution definitely needs to be better,”
Hosier said after the scrimmage. “At
the same time though a lot of those
errors are expected when you are
only 10 days into a season.”
The Lakers play their first game
at Quincy College on Sept. 4.
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GROWING UP: GVSU sophomore Alexa Sweeney high fives since-graduated Kristina Lucas during a match last season. The 2015 women’s
tennis team is one of the youngest in Laker history, showing five sophomores, six true freshmen and no upperclassmen, gvl | ehily frye

Laker sophomores ready to lead for young GV tennis squad
BY BEAU TROUTMAN
BTROUTMAN@LANTHORN.COM

fter losing six se
niors and featur
ing a roster that
has five sophomores and six
freshmen, many would chalk
the 2015 season up as a re
building year.
Just don’t tell the players that.
The Grand Valley State
womens tennis team features
a tightly-knit squad that’s con
fident in its young roster.
“There’s definitely going to
be a learning curve, particu
larly in the doubles, but we’re
a very deep team,” said head
coach John Black.
The Lakers finished 12-3 (all
against GLIAC opponents) last
fall, coming up just short against
Wayne State in the GLIAC tour
nament final, losing 5-4. GVSU
was dominant at home, going
5-0 and outscoring opponents a
combined 38-7.
The GLIAC final was a
thriller. Tied 4-4, it came down
to Alexa Sweeney, a freshman
last year, in the singles compe
tition at the #4 seed. Although
she came back from a 0-5 defi
cit in the tiebreaker set to make
it 5-4, she ended up losing a
hard luck match 6-4.
“I just fought really hard
because not only do I want it
for myself, but for everyone,”

Sweeney said. “I ended up los
ing, but I was OK with it. It’s
hard to have the pressure, but
it’s motivating. I don’t think I
could’ve come back those four
games in a row if I didn’t know
it was down to me. Pressure is
a good thing.”
Sweeney seems primed
for a breakout year after be
ing named an All-GLIAC
Honorable Mention last year,
finishing with an 11-1 record
in singles play and 12-3 in
doubles during the regular
season. Her teammates are
confident in her abilities.
“She deals with pressure
very well,” said fellow sopho
more Aimee Moccia.
The Lakers will be looking
for players who can step up and
handle that type of pressure, as
they graduated their top three
players last year in Leah Dancz,
Kali Phillips and Carola Oma.
Moccia and sophomore
Abby Perkins will also be looked
upon to deliver this year after
strong freshman seasons. Moc
cia went 11-4 in doubles play
partnered with senior Morgan
Patterson last year, and Perkins
went 11-3 in singles play.
The five young sophomores
on the roster - Sweeney, Moc
cia, Perkins, Rachel Sumner
and Courtney Lang - are not
afraid of leading the six new
freshmen this year.
“We just experienced what
they’re going through last

will be either a strength or a
worry, depending on which
type of kicking is going on.
GVSU returns junior Joel
Schipper for placekicking,
and he will take on kickoff
duties. Schipper was 43-for43 on PATs last season, and
knocked home 7-of-9 field
goals, including 2-of-3 from
over 40 yards.
The graduation of punter
Chris Picano, however, has
left a hole that the Lakers
have yet to fully fix. Picano
was one of the best punters
in school history and ranks
second all-time with a ca
reer punting average of 39.0
net yards per punt.
True freshman Dan Mad
den and redshirt freshman
Collin Cribley have been
competing in practice for the
starting job, but the uncer
tainty has led Mitchell to con
sider position players in the
mix as well. Matt Williams,
who punted in high school,
could see punting duties
along his as a wide receiver.
“Our punters are too
inconsistent right now,”
Mitchell said. “We got to get
that ironed out.”

FOOTBALL

g

year, so we know exactly how
they’re feeling,” Sweeney said.
“We’re close enough in age
where it’s not that different.”
They even feel the closeness
in age gives them an advantage.
“I like it better this way’’ Per
kins said. “It’ll be better because
I think we have more common
ground (with the freshmen)
and we can help them out, rath
er than if we were on our way
out. Were going to be here a
while with them, so we want to
make it as good as we can.”
A freshman to watch for this
fall is Madison Ballard, a threestar recruit and the 138th over
all ranked prospect. She was
the crown jewel of what was a
strong recruiting class overall.
Ballard was named the 2015
Flint-Journal player of the year,
was named First-Team AllState four times, and finished
at Fenton High School with a
whopping 95-8 career record.
All six freshmen had deco
rated high school careers. They
were all ranked in the top 500
recruits by www.tennisrecruiting.net, and have a combined
17 First Team All-State appear
ances among them.
Having so many accom
plished young players excites
Black about the future.
“We’re not going to graduate
anyone for three years,” he said.
“We’ll be very solid this year,
and we could be really good for
the next couple of years.”

With Sweeney, Moccia and
Perkins returning for the Lak
ers, they have a strong core in
singles play. Coach Black has
yet to determine any seeding
at this point, but he’s confident
in whoever takes the other
three singles spots.
“There’s not a lot of dif
ference from number one to
number 11,” Black said.
The Lakers’ Achilles’ heel
will be how well they perform
in doubles play.
“Once you’re up (in dou
bles), it gives you confidence
in the singles rather than hav
ing to catch up. That would
take a lot of pressure off of the
singles players, especially the
freshmen,” Perkins said.
GVSU lost four of its six
doubles starters from last year,
and will be dependent on
young players stepping up and
learning quickly. If the Lakers
can do this, there’s no reason
to count them out from GLI
AC contention.
Success in doubles will be
important in the pursuit of GVSUs biggest goal: its first confer
ence championship since 2010.
“I want to say we’re the un
derdogs,” Moccia said. “We’ve
always done well, but with all
these freshmen that’s how it
will look. But we’re always a
contender.”
The Lakers will open the
season Sept. 5 at Michigan Tech.

Sophomore comerback Tre
Walton returns following a
strong freshman campaign,
and the Lakers will welcome
back comerback Devin McKissic, who missed the 2014
season with a broken arm.
“Last year we didn’t have
a ton of discipline (in the
secondary),” Horling said.
“We had a ton of young guys
but hopefully now we’ve
grown a little bit.”
Yet again, GVSU’s defen
sive line is a wrecking crew.
The foreman is sixth-year
senior Matt Judon, a 2014
First Team All-GLIAC honoree largely thanks to 8.5 QB
sacks last season.
Judon will be joined
by junior Alton Voss who
has adjusted admirably to
his new position at defen
sive end since making the
switch late last season.
“I love playing defensive
line,” Voss said. “I feel like
it’s where I need to be. Deep
down inside I’ve always
known I was a defensive
player, so since I’ve made
this switch I enjoy coming
to football even more than
I did before.”
Another key fixture on
the line is junior De’Ondre
Hogan. Hogan was sidelined
with an injury last season and
received a medical redshirt.
His presence was missed, and
the team captain will provide
a spark on the line in 2015.
Dylan Carroll, Sonny
Haskins, Mark Rosenquist
and Keane Belcher will also
see time along a deep defen
sive line this season.
Junior David Talley will
spearhead the linebacking
core. Talley recorded 55
tackles last season - good
for fourth on the team. Redshirt sophomores Collin
Schlosser and Jeff Madison
and redshirt juniors Joe Mo
ran and Marquez Gollman
will fill out the middle row
of the Laker defense.

COUNTDOWN
The Lakers host Southwest
Baptist on Thursday, Sept. 3
in an unusually early game
that limits their week of prac
tice. After Southwest Baptist,
GVSU enters a gaundet for
the second year in a row.
On Sept. 12, the Lakers
travel to Ohio Dominican,
and on Sept. 19, GVSU hosts
rival Ferris State. Both teams
are GLIAC heavyweights
and beat GVSU in weeks two
and three last season.
For a successful season,
GVSU will have to come
out swinging and be well
prepared in the early weeks.
Mitchell and the Lakers can ill
afford a start like last season,
but the first half of the sched
ule is as daunting as can be.
“Even though we have a
smaller senior class, we have
great leadership and unity?
Mitchell said. “We got a lot
of hungry young players and
we still got to build and go
through the process.”

SPECIAL TEAMS
The Laker kicking game
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Canon EOS 40D 10.1MP Di
gital SLR Camera (Body
Only). Decent condition with
weathering on the grip.
Slight scratching across the
body. This is the second of
two Canon EOS 40D camer
as that Grand Valley State
has for sale. Includes bat
tery, does not include char
ger. This camera is com
pletely functional and works
well. Shutter count unknown.
$200 or best offer, needs to
be sold as soon as possible.
Please
contact
photo@lanthorn.com if inter
ested.

Nikon 17-35mm f/2.8D EDIF AF-S Zoom Nikkor Lens
for Nikon. No lens cap, no
lens hood, no mount cap.
Focus ring is quite sticky and
difficult to move. Moderate
cosmetic wear, especially
around the focus and zoom
rings. Slight scratching on
the body. Glass is in great
shape. $700 or best offer,
needs to be sold as soon as
possible.
Contact
photo@lanthorn.com if inter
ested.

lens produces some
astounding bokeh when shot
wide open at f/1.4. Auto-fo
cus works well. $300 or best
offer, needs to be sold as
soon as possible. Contact
photo@lanthorn.com if inter
ested.

Nikon 28-70mm f/2.8D EDIF AF-S Zoom Nikkor Lens
for Nikon. This lens works
perfectly, and has been used
all throughout the past aca
demic year. Auto-focus is
quiet and still very fast and
precise. Hardly any cosmet
ic scratching. Slight wearing
on the zoom ring from use.
Auto-focus ring works well.
This lens comes with a
mount and lens cap; no lens
hood included. No scratch
ing or dust build-up on the
glass itself. The Grand Val
ley Lanthorn is selling this
lens. $850 or best offer,
needs to be sold as soon as
possible.
Contact
photo@lanthorn.com if inter
ested

condition. Moderate to heavy
cosmetic wear is seen
across the body. The LCD
screen is scratched up,
which may cause aliasing.
This camera comes with a
battery, but not a charger.
$100 or best offer, needs to
be sold as soon as possible.
Contact
photo@lanthorn.com if inter
ested.

wear around the gold trim
and zoom ring. Lens hood is
included. This lens has been
used in the past, but not re
cently due to its issues. No
scratching or dust build-up
on the glass itself.$320 or
best offer, needs to be sold
as soon as possible. Con
tact photo@lanthorn.com if
interested

Canon EOS 40D 10.1MP Di
gital SLR Camera (Body
Only. Decent condition with
weathering on the grip.
Slight scratching across the
body. Includes battery, does
hot include charger. This
bamera is completely func
tional and works well. Shut
ter count unknown. Eye
piece rubber grommet is
missing. $200 or best offer,
deeds to be sold as soon as
possible.
Contact
photo@lanthorn.com if inter
ested.
* <*

Canon EOS 5D 12.8 MP Di
gital SLR Camera (Body
Only) Acceptable condition.
Heavy cosmetic wear, espe
cially on the front of the cam
era No hot shoe mount cov
er. Includes battery, does
hot include charger. Battery
Slot is in need of repair as it
does not close. Functional
ity of this camera is un
known due to the battery slot
problem. Shutter count un
known. $300 or best offer,
needs to be sold as soon as
possible
Contact
photo@lanthorn.com

Nikon 24-120mm f/3.5-5.6G
ED IF Autofocus VR Nikkor
Zoom Lens. No lens cap.
Mount cap included. Focus
ring is quite sticky and diffi
cult to move. Moderate cos
metic wear, especially
around the zoom ring. Glass
is in excellent condition. No
hard dust build up. $180 or
best offer, needs to be sold
as soon as possible. Con
tact photo@lanthorn.com if
interested.
Nikon 28-70mm f/2.8D EDIF AF-S Zoom Nikkor Lens
for Nikon. This is the second
Nikon 28-70 mm Grand Val
ley has for sale Auto-focus
is quiet and still very fast and
precise. Hardly any cosmet
ic scratching. Slight wearing
on the zoom ring from use
Auto-focus ring works well.
This lens comes with a
mount cap, lens cap, and a
lens hood. No scratching or
dust build-up on the glass it
self. The Grand Valley
Lanthorn is selling this lens.
$860 or best offer, needs to
be sold as soon as possible
Please
contact
photo@lanthorn.com if inter
ested
Nikon 50mm f/1.4D AF
Nikkor Lens for Nikon. No
lens cap, no lens hood, no
mount cap. This lens is in
excellent condition. Minor
wear from age has taken
place on the focus ring. Oth
er than that, there are no
cosmetic scratches. Glass is
in pristine condition. This

\

Nikon 80-200mm f/2.8D ED
AF Zoom Nikkor Lens for
Nikon
No lens cap included; no
case included. Lens hood in
cluded. Auto-focus works
well; manual focus ring
works well. This lens was re
cently repaired to fix an
auto-focus problem. The fo
cus ring was also worked on
recently to make it more flu
id in its motion. The lens was
sent back to Nikon through
Norman Camera in Grand
Rapids, Ml tp have this work
done. Glass is in excellent
shape with no scratching.
This lens has not been used
very frequently, and has not
seen any action outdoors or
in adverse weather.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
is selling this lens. $1,000 or
best offer, needs to be sold
as soon as possible.
Nikon D1H 2.7 MP Digital
SLR Camera
When last tested (5/24/15),
the camera was functional.
Shutter count unknown. Offbrand mount cap included;
eyepiece rubber grommet
missing. This camera body
is in poor condition. It hasn't
been used in years, but in its
glory days it saw a ton of ac
tion. The eyepiece, as it was
unprotected by a rubber
grommet, is scratched and
worn The grip of the cam
era is peeling away and will
fall off if not tended to There
are scratches around the
main LCD and lower indicat
or as well. This camera
comes with a battery, but not
a charger.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
is selling this lens. $80 or
best offer, needs to be sold
as soon as possible.

V

Nikon D1H 2.7 MP Digital
SLR Camera
When last tested (5/24/15),
the camera was functional.
Shutter count unknown.
Mount cap included; eye
piece is in good shape. Of
the three D1H bodies that
Grand Valley State has for
sale, this one is in the best
overall condition. There is
what seems to be a crack
going across the LCD
screen, and it is a bit
smudged up. Other than
that, the grip is in great
shape. Very minor cosmetic
scratching. This camera
comes with a battery, and a
charger.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
is selling this lens. $120 or
best offer, needs to be sold
as soon as possible.

Nikon D300S 12.3MP DXFormat CMOS Digital SLR
Camera
This camera is fully function
al; shutter count unknown.
Mount cap included; eye
piece rubber grommet miss
ing. This camera body is in
excellent cosmetic condition.
There is nearly no scratch
ing or heavy wear. Please
note that the Nikon D300S
has been discontinued by
Nikon. This specific camera
also does not take proper
video, and for that fact may
be in need of some TLC.
The LiveView screen does
not display the correct ex
posure (what you see isn't
what you get, even with cor
rect settings). Otherwise, it
takes excellent photographs.
This camera really shines
when it comes to portraiture.
This camera has hardly
been used. It has sat in our
equipment cabinet for some
time, and has never seen
adverse weather or extreme
action. It was primarily used
to photograph indoor sport
ing events and board meet
ings. Camera comes with
charger, and two extra bat
teries.

Contact
photo@lanthorn.com if inter
ested

The Grand Valley Lanthorn
is selling this lens. $900 or
best offer, needs to be sold
as soon as possible.

Nikon D1H 2.7 MP Digital
SLR Camera. When last
tested (5/24/15), the camera
was functional Shutter count
unknown. Off-brand mount
cap included, eyepiece rub
ber grommet missing. This
camera body is in decent

Sigma 105mm f/2.8 EX DG
Medium Telephoto Macro
Lens for
Nikon. This lens is in need of
repair. It will not zoom, and
when it was last tested auto
focus was not working cor
rectly. There is cosmetic

Sigma 120-300 mm f/2.8 EX
DG for Nikon. No lens cap,
no mount cap. No lens filter
included. No lens hood.
Auto-focus works well;
manual focus ring works
well. Glass is in good shape
with no scratching. Mount
ring has cosmetic wear from
use. The body of the lens
has some wear from fre
quent outdoor use (i.e.,
some paint chipping and
marks). This lens was used
in all weather conditions and
was not always protected by
a rain sleeve. Image quality
is still excellent and has no
aliasing. $1600 or best offer,
needs to be sold as soon as
possible.
Contact
photo@lanthorn.com if inter
ested.

Join us every Thursday at
5/3 Ballpark to watch the
West Michigan Whitecaps
playl $5 tickets with college
ID, $2 hot dogs and $2
beverages.

Textbooks - Buy or Rent Brian's Books will always
save you CA$H, guaranteed!
Check us out online at BriansBooks.net.
Allendale: 616 892 4170
GR: 616 454 BOOK
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GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN
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KIRKHOF TO CHS - NO TRANSFER!

BEGINNING AUG. 31

FALL GVSU BUS SERVICE

HASTINGS ST GVSU Center fc

Health Science
(CHS)

* CHS stop
moved to
Lafayette
Ave

WEEKDAY SERVICE
FREE Park & Ride

Route 50
6-10 min service Monday - Friday

MICHIGAN ST

Bus stop on Lake Michigan Dr at Kinney Ave

* Meijer
Bus stop on Lake Michigan Dr at Ferndale Ave

4 10 min service Monday - Friday

£

*Hill Dash

uj
P

stops at CHS

[RT 51] nolongei

5
S-'
3

GVSU Pew
Campus

GVSU Allendale
Campus
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■Mi

W

• Walker Fire Station

14 min service evenings after 6p

Routes 37 & 48

y

RT 50 ■■■■■■

RT 37

MICHIGAN ST

Standale

m

FULTON ST T

RT 48

WEEKEND SERVICE
All Rapid Routes
FREE w/ GVSU ID

d

DeVos Place

LOUIS ST

FULTON ST

Route 85
RT 85

25 min service Fri after 6p & Sat, Sun
• Routes 37/48 combine
on weekends to create 85

1 Route 12 shares new 50 stop on
Fulton/Mt Vernon
30 min service weekdays; hourly service
evenings & Saturdays [NO SUNDAYS)
Silver Line stop on Monroe/Louis
10 30min service weekdays & weekends

* Pew Campus
stop moved to
Fulton St at Mt
Vernon Ave

Van Andel Arena

r I

K

I

Central Station

I

•• i • • ••

